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Mission.

Would you like to get involved in a real start-up adventure?

Do you want to start an ambitious and challenging career?

Would you like to work in an exciting and fun environment?

In order to pursue our growth and to strengthen our team for our office in Brussels, we are

looking for new Junior Consultants.

Taleo is a global independent management and delivery advisory group. With offices in

Luxembourg, Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Geneva, Barcelona, and Singapore, Taleo

Group provides its customers with tailored and innovative solutions. From a strategic

approach to the operational implementation of projects and systems, we constantly seek to

create value.

What makes us special is the combination of a unique blend of industry expertise, top-level

consultants, best-in-class transformation skills, and a unique working culture.

WHAT IS A JUNIOR CONSULTANT AT TALEO?

You understand and analyze business or technical problems by organizing workshops and

interviewing project stakeholders;

You offer solutions to our clients;

You manage the scope of the project;

In a permanent learning environment, you are working on company development.
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Required profile.

HOW WE IMAGINE OUR FUTURE CONSULTANT

You already developed reliable communication, analytical and organizational skills through your

involvement in academic projects, in organizations, or in a job/internship;

You are eager to learn and willing to improve your skills;

You want to find a professional environment to express your talent;

We hire great people and give them the playing field to become awesome!

WHAT IS TALEO LOOKING FOR?

You are newly graduated or with a first professional experience ;

You are fluent in French or Dutch (Bonus: good knowledge of the other) and English ;

You are looking for a fun and learning work environment.

If you fill in all of these bullet points, you are probably the person we are looking for!

WHY SHOULD YOU JOIN US?

As part of the Taleo family you will actively participate in the delivery of large scale

projects in different sectors of activities ;

You will be part of a talented and dynamic team ;

You will benefit from a broad diversity of career options and have the possibility to develop

international and long-lasting work relationships.

If you are a talented person with a strong “can-do” attitude and team spirit, do not hesitate

to apply and have fun with us!
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